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Contracts that
Reference Rivals
BY FIONA M. SCOTT MORTON

I

N THE LEGAL AND ECONOMIC ANTITRUST
literature, the analysis of horizontal agreements among
firms is longer established and typically raises fewer
complexities than analysis of vertical agreements. For instance, naked agreements to limit price competition
among horizontal competitors generally have clear anticompetitive effects and are illegal in many jurisdictions, including the United States. The consensus among scholars and policy makers over many years is that any efficiency-enhancing
aspects of such a naked horizontal agreement are almost
always swamped by anticompetitive effects.1
In contrast, the competitive issues and net effects of vertical contracts are often more difficult to sort out. Economic
theory and practical experience show that vertical arrangements among firms may facilitate the creation of new products, higher-quality services, or lower-cost delivery channels.
On the other hand, those same tools demonstrate that vertical contracts may, under certain conditions, exclude otherwise efficient competitors from the marketplace or raise rivals’
costs.2 Under such circumstances, the vertical arrangement
could lead to higher prices and reduced output, harming
consumers. In the face of this variety of potential outcomes,
policy makers have not generally made blanket policy or law
concerning the legality of vertical contracting. Instead, each
case or situation is evaluated on its own merits. This “rule of
reason” approach is, from an economist’s point of view, a
good thing, given the possibility of diverse effects arising
from vertical agreements in different market contexts.
This being said, legal practitioners advising their clients
on vertical agreements, and the managers of the firms themselves, may find this fact-specific individualized analysis to
be unhelpful. Many decision makers presumably would prefer, when contemplating a vertical contract, to understand
whether such a potential arrangement carries significant
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antitrust risk. Understanding the impacts of different types
of vertical contracts can, however, go some way towards illuminating the different antitrust risks presented.
The antitrust risks may be greater for some classes of vertical contracts than others. I will focus on what I call contracts
that reference rivals, or CRRs. These are contracts containing
material terms that are contingent not only on the prices or
quantities transacted between the parties to the contract, but
also on the prices, quantities, or other terms of the relationship between one of the parties and product market rivals of
the other.
Over the years, a number of enforcement actions taken by
the Antitrust Division of the Department of Justice have
involved contracts that reference other transactions in the
marketplace. Likewise, economists have studied many types
of CRRs. This article provides a brief survey of past and current CRR cases, as well as the findings in the economic literature. The economic literature analyzes many circumstances
where CRRs have the potential to harm consumers and competition, particularly—but not always—when they involve
firms with market power. The literature also has identified
efficiencies from many forms of CRRs. CRRs have thus
been, and very likely will continue to be, the subject of
antitrust scrutiny, both by the government and in private litigation.3
Identifying CRRs
A quick test for assessing whether a contract is a CRR is to
ask whether the terms of the transaction between a buyer and
seller depend on information from a different buyer-seller
relationship involving at least one of the same parties.
Similarly, one could ask whether, in order for the final price
or terms in the contract to be determined, the buyer or seller must be able to observe, to at least some extent, the terms
or outcomes of exchange between it and rivals to the other
party. If so, the agreement is a CRR.
Consider a contract between firms for the purchase of an
input to production. Some contracts lay out a price per unit
that the buyer must pay; others describe a quantity schedule
open to all buyers, with one per-unit price for purchase of a
limited number of units and another, typically lower, per-unit
price for purchases of large numbers of units (an ordinary
quantity discount). I will call these “standard” contracts, and
they are the benchmarks to which I will compare CRRs. By
contrast, a CRR is a contract between a buyer and a seller that
refers to, and whose terms may depend on, information outside this “standard” buyer-seller contractual relationship.
This outside information comes from other transactions to
which those same firms are (or may potentially be) party.
Those references may be either explicit or implicit, and they
can involve a host of factors, including price terms, nonprice terms, terms pertaining to the buyer’s rivals, or terms
pertaining to the seller’s rivals.
For instance, exclusive dealing transactions depend on
whether there have been any purchases from rival sellers.4

Most-favored-nation provisions (MFNs) typically result in
the covered buyer knowing its rivals’ prices (or other provisions of the contract) are no higher than its own. Meet-orrelease provisions (MORs) allow a seller to learn about rivals’
offers to the buyer—typically at the end of a contract period.
MORs give the incumbent seller the right to learn of the new
seller’s price, and to match it in order to keep the business.
Market share discount, or “loyalty rebates” are another CRR:
the buyer will receive a discount on all purchased units if it
buys some threshold (e.g., 90 percent) or more of its needs
from the seller offering the contract. Note that the price the
buyer pays on its purchases from one seller becomes linked
to its purchases from rival sellers.
Other CRRs exist, and businesses invent new forms on an
ongoing basis.

The economic literature generally indicates that
CRRs are most likely to har m competition or
consumer s when they involve dominant fir ms
possessing mar ket power and a high mar ket share.
In cer tain settings, however, economists and antitr ust
enforcement authorities recognize that CRRs can

antitrust enforcement authorities recognize that CRRs can
produce competitive harm when numerous similar firms,
none of which is dominant, employ a CRR.7 As explained in
the following sections, for instance, it has been shown that
MFNs, which oblige a seller to charge a price to the customer
that is party to the MFN agreement that is no higher than the
lowest price it offers to any of its customers, increase the
symmetry of various sellers’ market positions. This may
dampen competition and lead to higher prices, reduced innovation, or reduced potential for market entry. In those circumstances, CRRs may generate competitive harm even in
the absence of a dominant firm.
The economic literature also distinguishes between CRRs
that cause anticompetitive consequences by “exclusion” versus “collusion.” CRRs that cause harm by exclusion make it
more difficult for an otherwise efficient or differentiated
entrant to enter the market and create competition benefiting consumers. CRRs that cause harm by collusion soften
price competition and lead to higher equilibrium prices.
While the potential for higher equilibrium prices under “collusion” typically can be illustrated using static economic
models of competitive interaction, dynamic models are
required in order to demonstrate the potential for “exclusion”
of the sort described above. Such dynamic models can take
into account a variety of factors, including the possibility that
the entrant might vary its scale or other key characteristics in
response to the CRR.

produce competitive har m when numerous similar
fir ms, none of which is dominant, employ a CRR.

Competitive Effects of CRRs
The competitive effects of a particular CRR depend on the
specific provisions of the CRR and the market circumstances.
Not all CRRs cause competitive harm. For instance, observing that a buyer has bought exclusively from one seller does
not necessarily lead to the conclusion that the arrangement
caused any harm. Sellers may, for example, compete by bidding for exclusives on the basis of one or more terms (such
as price, quality, service offerings, or timeliness). Under such
circumstances, multiple sellers may be offered the option of
bidding for all of the buyer’s business, and the buyer may, as
a consequence, find it possible to extract all the surplus from
the transaction by exclusively buying from one seller. The
classic economic models predict no harm in these circumstances.5 Nonetheless, such bidding-for-exclusives is a CRR
because conditioning a seller’s ability to win the business on
offering to supply all of the customers’ needs necessarily
implies that the buyer is willing to agree with the seller, albeit
implicitly, that it will not purchase from the seller’s rivals.
The economic literature generally indicates that CRRs
are most likely to harm competition or consumers when they
involve dominant firms possessing market power and a high
market share.6 In certain settings, however, economists and

Exclusive Dealing and Market-Share Discounts
Exclusive dealing and market-share discounts are two categories of CRRs that have been studied extensively using
dynamic economic models.8 Moreover, both have been the
subject of investigation and litigation at the Department of
Justice and Federal Trade Commission.9
Michael Whinston provides a clear exposition of the competitive effects of exclusive dealing.10 In his paper, which
considers both static and dynamic contexts, he shows that
exclusive dealing can have either procompetitive or anticompetitive effects. When all consumers value the incumbent
monopolist’s product equally and there are no scale economies, then exclusive dealing contracts do not enable the
monopolist to raise prices or keep the rival out of the market
in the second period. The exclusive dealing contract does not
harm consumers in this setting. By contrast, if scale economies are present, then when the monopolist captures consumers for the second period, that action raises the average
cost of any potential entrant, and then there is a chance the
monopolist may exclude a rival. In that case, in the first period the monopolist may find it profitable to give first-period
buyers a financial incentive to purchase its product exclusively
in the second period.
Another paper that demonstrates how a market share
requirement may generate competitive harm is by Dennis
Carlton, Patrick Greenlee, and Michael Waldman.11 They
consider the situation where a dominant firm produces and
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Another type of contract that references rivals is
one where the sales price is conditional on the
buyer delivering cer tain infor mation to the seller.
This infor mation may cover products of rival seller s
that the buyer is buying , or even products that other
buyer s are buying from different seller s.

sells a full product line. There is also an entrant that enters
with one differentiated or novel product but cannot supply
all products at entry. As is common in the literature, the
growth and expansion of the entrant into the other products
in the product line is modeled as taking time. This is because,
even with significant effort and investment, a firm entering
with a novel product typically cannot instantaneously produce a complete product line. Rather, it must build manufacturing facilities, conduct R&D, create a distribution channel, achieve scale, develop a reputation, or engage in any
number of other activities required to launch the additional
products.
The incumbent can prevent that growth, and therefore
prevent full entry and full competition with its product line,
with a market share discount. By conditioning its discount on
the customer purchasing no more than a small share of purchases from the rival, the incumbent limits its rival’s growth.
Customers must buy part of the product line from the
incumbent, and the loss of the discount on all those purchases
functions like a “tax” on transactions with the entrant (as discussed further below).
A general economic model of market share discounts is
presented by Joseph Farrell, Janis K. Pappalardo, and Howard
Shelanski.12 This model demonstrates that market share discounts offered by a dominant seller can allow it to maintain
or raise its price while at the same time increasing the buyer’s
opportunity cost of purchasing significant volumes from
rivals—and therefore reducing the buyer’s incentive to do so.
The buyer’s incentives are changed because it forgoes discounts for reaching threshold share targets when it buys more
from the seller’s rivals. That makes buying from rivals expensive in terms of opportunity cost. In essence, the loyalty discount functions like a tax on purchases from the rival. Thus,
the incumbent can make it more expensive for its rival and
its customers to trade with each other, and drive sales to its
own product. The average price of the incumbent’s product
can be higher in this type of setting, notwithstanding the
“discount,” because it is able to limit the impact of the rival
by carefully designing the shape of the price schedule.13 This
result is essentially static in nature and does not depend on
assumptions concerning exit, economies of scale, pricing
below cost, or other factors.
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Thus, the economic literature demonstrates that some
types of exclusive dealing and carefully designed market share
discount contracts can effectively raise the cost of entry or the
price to the consumer of using an entrant’s product. If the
CRR induces consumers to buy the competitive product
from the incumbent, then the entrant enjoys fewer unit sales
and earns less revenue and lower profit.14 Lower unit sales
keep the entrant’s average costs high, and thus the CRR may
prevent the entrant from overcoming a hurdle to effective
entry, such as scale economies. Lower profits also may limit
the entrant’s ability to invest and provide competition for the
other products of the dominant firm.15
Several papers empirically demonstrate the anticompetitive effects exclusivity provisions and market share discounts
can cause in particular settings.16 For instance, Jeffrey Wilder
shows that insurance agents subject to ex post market share
bonuses recommend the product to more clients than they
otherwise would,17 while Mara Lederman demonstrates that
dominant airlines’ frequent flier programs that give valuable
benefits once a flier reaches a high level of usage (analogous
to a price discount in exchange for a certain level of sales) lead
to higher fares.18
The DOJ and FTC have successfully challenged CRRs
based on such theories of competitive harm. For instance,
the Third Circuit upheld the Department’s challenge to
Dentsply’s practice of refusing to sell to distributors that carried other manufacturers’ artificial teeth, explaining that this
practice kept sales of competing manufacturers “below the
critical level necessary for any rival to pose a real threat to
Dentsply’s market share.” 19
Recently, the DOJ challenged United Regional Hospital
of Wichita’s contracts offering two sets of prices to insurers.
United Regional charged one price if the insurer dealt exclusively with it, and a second price, up to 27 percent higher, if
the insurer also dealt with one of United Regional’s competitors. The United States alleged in its complaint that these
terms “delayed and prevented the expansion and entry of
United Regional’s competitors.” 20
Similarly, in the FTC’s Intel case, the Commission alleged
that “Intel taxed OEM purchases of non-Intel CPUs through
the use of market share discounts” and that this “tax” allowed
Intel to prolong its monopoly power.21
Antitrust challenges to this type of CRR also arise in private litigation. The Sabre case, for example, involves allegations that Sabre’s market share discounts to travel agents prevented entry of competing booking platforms.22 Those
competing platforms allege that the financial penalties the
agent must pay for falling beneath certain shares of flights
booked with the Sabre global distribution system (GDS)
allegedly raised the opportunity cost of purchasing from
entrants, as predicted in the Farrell model.23
In the ZF Meritor case the dominant transmission maker,
Eaton, was found to have harmed competition and violated
the antitrust laws by foreclosing a substantial share of the
market through the use of contractual provisions mandating

a price advantage for its own product relative to its rival (Z.F.
Meritor) and employing market share discounts.24 For example, the market share contract with truck maker International
featured an up-front payment of $2.5 million and additional sliding scale rebates conditioned on International’s purchasing 87 percent to 97.5 percent of its requirements from
Eaton. Thus, if the buyer (International) had purchased more
than 13 percent of its transmission needs from the seller’s
rival (ZF Meritor), the buyer would have to refund the $2.5
million to the seller (Eaton). The court found that the effect
of these contractual provisions and other behavior was to
limit the market share of the entrant ZF Meritor to a level low
enough to result in exit.
As noted above, there is no simple rule that can be applied
to determine when such vertical contracts are on balance
procompetitive or anticompetitive. This is because a number
of efficiencies have the potential to flow from these types of
CRRs, depending on the specifics of the situation. Consider
that the exclusive contract or loyalty discount may allow the
incumbent to achieve economies of scope, or economies of
scale, or to ensure a higher quality product or service, for
example, by discouraging free riding.25
Contracts that Require Information
Another type of contract that references rivals is one where
the sales price is conditional on the buyer delivering certain
information to the seller. This information may cover products of rival sellers that the buyer is buying, or even products
that other buyers are buying from different sellers. One case
with these features is the recent investigation and enforcement
action of Lufthansa by the Bundeskartellamt (the German
Federal Cartel Office). The Bundeskartellamt announced that,
in order to get special discounts, Lufthansa’s corporate customers were required to give Lufthansa detailed information
about flights they booked with Lufthansa’s competitors,
including discounts.26 Lufthansa’s justification for the CRR
was that the data were necessary for calculating incentive payments for customers and for improving service.27 The Bundeskartellamt nonetheless determined that these clauses were violations of German and EC competition law, and Lufthansa
has committed to remove them.28
A large body of economic literature demonstrates that
exchanges of information about rivals’ prices or products
may lead to higher prices under some circumstances.29 For
example, suppose two firms are coordinating on price––there
is no agreement, but one firm tends to lead list price increases and the other promptly matches. Further, suppose that the
difficulty with sustaining high prices in this industry is that
it is possible to offer corporate customers secret discounts. To
mitigate this problem, the leading firm creates CRRs for all
its customers that require frequent reporting of the net prices
offered by all competing suppliers. This CRR enables the
leading firm to promptly discover any instances when its
rivals are discounting certain products to certain customers.
It then may choose to match those prices to those customers

or reduce price even further. Since the discounting firm
would, as a result, no longer expect to be the lowest-priced
firm or to gain share as a result of its discounts, it would be
more likely to return to the cooperative price—or not offer
the secret discount in the first place. In this setting, the information gleaned about rivals’ prices can help sustain a collusive price in the market.
MFNs and Network Contracting
MFNs and network provisions have also been the subject of
considerable economic study. Various economic studies have
concluded that they too have the potential to harm consumers,30 and they have also been the subject of both government and private litigation.31 Static models feature either
oligopoly or a fragmented market with significant share covered by the MFN. The literature here is extensive, beginning
with the work of Steven Salop.32 Thomas Cooper shows that
MFNs result in higher equilibrium prices in a perfect-information model of a price-setting duopoly with differentiated
products.33 This result obtains despite the fact that individual buyers may request MFN protection, and may even
believe that the MFN leaves them better off. Indeed, the
idea that the buyer requests the MFN, and that the MFN will
deliver a lower price to the buyer, is a common intuition for
why MFNs should be procompetitive. However, consideration of the MFNs effect on the seller’s incentives reveals that
the equilibrium outcome with MFNs will, in general, not feature lower prices.
When the seller has given MFN coverage to a substantial
share of its buyers, a low price to any particular buyer must
be extended to all other buyers who have price protection.
This makes the low price very expensive for the seller, reducing its incentive to offer a price cut to any buyer that otherwise would receive one. Thus, in this type of setting, a supplier is less likely to offer discounts to any of its customers,
and the effect of this MFN is to raise equilibrium prices. The
empirical work on MFNs confirms that, when introduced
into markets otherwise characterized by price competition,
MFNs may give rise to higher prices.34 This is particularly so
when the buyers that are covered by the MFN have a large
combined market share.35
While one large buyer may have sufficient share to generate competitive effects with its MFN, it is also possible that
many small symmetric buyers with MFNs can generate a
similar financial penalty. The literature has also shown that
we should expect suppliers to introduce such MFN arrangements under certain conditions. For example, early work by
Cooper demonstrates that adoption of MFNs may arise
endogenously in duopoly markets. This is consistent with the
observation that MFNs are common in the U.S. economy.36
Simple dynamic models can also be used to illustrate the
potential for MFNs to cause anticompetitive harms. Again,
the market structure can take various forms in such a model—
there may be a dominant firm or the market may be characterized by oligopoly or a significant degree of fragmentation.
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Consider a standard economic model in which (a) incumbents and entrants must purchase an input from arm’s-length
suppliers, and (b) the incumbents initially benefit from some
advantage that is unavailable to entrants. For example, an
incumbent could enjoy a well-established brand or a reputation for quality, or its consumers may incur significant costs
of switching to an entrant’s product. Under such conditions,
the entrant would need to provide consumers with reasons to
purchase its product or to employ some approach that allows
the entrant to overcome the incumbent’s advantages. Economic models of such situations typically assume that this
approach takes the form of price reductions.37 In such situations, the entrant offers prospective customers a discount relative to the price offered by the incumbent in order to induce
consumers to try its product.
Such price-cutting strategies can be deterred when MFN
contracts are in force and rivals cannot evade them with
quality or service improvements. Suppose that the entrant
would be able to compete with its low-price strategy against
the incumbent if it were able to obtain lower input prices
than the incumbent (as this would in turn allow it to charge
lower prices). If the incumbent is able to secure MFN agreements with most of the suppliers, however, the suppliers will
have reduced—or possibly completely attenuated—incentives to offer a discount to the entrant. This is most likely
when the incumbent has a large share of the suppliers’ business. In this situation, the entrant cannot achieve low input
prices because of the MFN. Moreover, even if suppliers nevertheless did extend discounts to the entrant, this would do
little to encourage market entry, because the incumbent
would enjoy the same input pricing as the incumbent.
Because in this setting the entrant will never be able to create a cost advantage vis-à-vis the incumbent, its entry could
effectively be blocked by the MFN.
The facts described in the DOJ’s consent decree in the
Delta Dental case illustrate the operation of this type of model
in the real world.38 The entrant, Dental Blue, was innovative,
in the sense that it was using a narrow network, or selective
contracting, strategy. Its business plan was to contract with
only a subset of Rhode Island dentists at a low price in
exchange for steering enrollees to them. Delta Dental, by contrast, contracted with 90 percent of Rhode Island dentists and
did not steer patients. Delta Dental had MFN contracts with
its dentists.
When Delta Dental enforced its MFN, thereby requiring its dentists to charge Delta Dental the same low price it
charged the entrant, those dentists who had also signed up
with Dental Blue pulled out of Dental Blue’s plan. The financial cost to giving Delta (at 35–45 percent of the market) the
same low price as the entrant was too high for the dentists to
accept, given the relatively smaller amount of business the
entrant could offer. In this way, the imposition of symmetry
in a market by way of an MFN may stifle differentiated entry
that would have increased consumer welfare.
These same arguments can be seen in the DOJ’s 2010
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complaint against Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan
(BCBS). The complaint describes how BCBS’s MFN created a pricing penalty for any hospital that might agree to
serve an entrant at lower cost.39 In addition, the government
alleged the standard static harm of softer price competition
and higher prices. This is particularly relevant in the
Michigan case because of the use of so-called “MFN plus”
provisions. These are contract terms that require a hospital to
give the covered buyer a discount relative to other buyers, e.g.,
other insurers are guaranteed to be charged a price at least X
percent more than the covered insurer. As described in the
Michigan complaint, BCBS employed MFN plus contracts
with hospitals where “plus” in “MFN plus” ranged from 10
percent to 40 percent. These clauses directly raise the costs of
rivals.
Another case alleging both static and dynamic harm is the
UK’s Office of Fair Trading (OFT) online hotel booking case.
In this case it is alleged that the MFN applies to the price the
final consumer pays for the hotel room. However, this MFN
is part of the contract between the hotel and an online hotel
booking platform. If we assume for the sake of argument that
the allegations are true, one might analyze the situation in the
following way: suppose that the platform wishes to have low
prices in the marketplace in order to attract customers. The
platform requires the hotel, as a condition of listing its inventory on the platform, not to offer its rooms for a lower price
on another site. We can then see that the reasoning in Delta
Dental could apply in this situation as well. A differentiated
entrant—for example, an online booking site catering to student travelers—might wish to list cheap hotel rooms. A hotel
with excess capacity in a given week might be willing to post
inventory on such a site. Yet the MFN signed with a large
incumbent will make it very costly for the hotel to employ a
lower-price channel or platform. If such differentiated platforms enable efficient price discrimination and expand output,
an MFN signed by a large incumbent could harm consumers.
Moreover, the OFT asserts that the MFN may limit price
competition among platforms. As alleged, the MFN leaves
the hotel no way to reward a platform that charges the hotel
lower fees and, therefore, a lower cost platform cannot offer
consumers the benefit of its lower fees by lowering the price
of the hotel room. One way to think about the situation
alleged is that the price restriction, the MFN, applies to the
net price to the hotel plus the platform fee (i.e., the total cost
of the room). It is possible that the hotel would prefer lower
prices and higher volume on a site that offers lower cost
distribution. However, the MFN does not permit this type
of response, and in that way could limit competition between
platforms. The Sabre litigation mentioned above involving
private GDS systems discusses a similar anticompetitive
potential: Sabre’s MFN allegedly prevents airlines from
incentivizing lower-cost distribution channels.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, however, MFNs also have
the potential to create efficiencies. While MFNs may deter
entry into existing product markets, they also may encourage

the introduction of new products, particularly in cases of
uncertainty and relationship-specific investment.40 This is
likely to benefit consumers by expanding the variety of choices available to them relative to what would have been available in the market absent the MFN.
Another potential procompetitive benefit of an MFN is
reduction in free riding. To return to the earlier hotel example, suppose the third-party online booking site contracts to
sell the hotel’s inventory. However, having attracted consumers via the booking site, the hotel has a financial incentive to encourage customers to click through to the hotel’s
own site, where it could offer the customer a lower price
(because it does not have to pay the platform’s fee). In that
setting, the online platform would no longer receive any sales
to compensate for the investments it made that were specific to doing business with the hotel. This problem can be
foreseen by anyone thinking rationally at the time of starting
an online booking business. Entrepreneurs might decide not
to invest in a booking platform in the absence of an MFN
guarantee that protects them from free riding. This setting is
analyzed formally by Leslie Marx and Greg Shaffer, who
demonstrate that MFNs can be used to limit opportunism by
a seller.41
Another potential benefit to market efficiency is highlighted by Keith Crocker and Thomas Lyon, who show that
MFNs can allow transaction prices to reflect current market
conditions in a setting where underlying prices are volatile
and where efficient investment depends on those prices.42 If
a business demonstrates efficiencies such as those outlined
above, the net effect of the CRR may be procompetitive. The
procompetitive effects of the CRR should be taken into
account by competition authorities and others when investigating such arrangements.
In industries such as health insurance or auto repair insurance, where construction of a network is critical, one sometimes encounters contracts that refer to rivals, known as
“guaranteed inclusion” or “product participation parity.” 43
Suppose two insurers, A and B, offer equivalent plans (called
“bronze” plans) in competition with one another. A product
participation parity contract between a provider and Insurer
B would specify that if that provider joins Insurer A’s
“bronze” plan, it must agree to join Insurer B’s “bronze” plan
as well. Such a restriction, of course, makes it more difficult
for Insurer A to differentiate itself in the marketplace with
its network vis-à-vis the protected Insurer B. Additionally,
the term prevents agreements, potentially at low prices,
between providers who might be willing to accept terms
with one insurer but not another.
In contrast, a guaranteed inclusion provision requires that
an insurer offer Hospital 1 the chance to join its bronze plan
if it has such a contract with Hospital 2. When Hospitals 1
and 2 are duopolists in the provider market, guaranteed
inclusion prevents Hospital 2 from competing for all of the
insurer’s business by offering a lower price. Despite Hospital
2’s lower price, the insurer would still remain contractually

bound to offer Hospital 1 to its enrollees, and so Hospital 2’s
discount is less likely to gain it any share.
This type of CRR restricts the ability of the insurance
company to differentiate itself with a narrow network or
credibly threaten or commit to moving market shares, which
in turn may limit price competition. The Massachusetts
Attorney General’s report on the cost of health care in Massachusetts describes these contractual arrangements as “inhibit[ing] the innovation in product design that could lead to
better value for consumers.” 44 Esther Gal-Or models network formation in the health care industry, showing that
restrictive networks can either benefit or harm consumers
depending on preferences and efficiencies.45
Conclusion
Identifying contracts that reference rivals is a useful exercise
for managers and their legal advisors because the horizontal
nature of what may appear to be a purely vertical CRR may
create the possibility of consumer harm. The economic literature demonstrates that CRRs can cause harm to consumers and competition, although the competitive effects of
any particular CRR will be specific to the case and setting.
CRRs have been and remain the active subject of government enforcement and civil litigation. From a counseling
perspective, it may thus be appropriate to consider whether
it is possible to obtain whatever efficiencies may be associated with a particular CRR through some other mechanism. If
the efficiencies desired by managers can be achieved without
a CRR, then the firm may be able to reduce its antitrust risk
at little cost by rewriting its contracts to omit references to
rivals. On the other hand, if managers carefully analyze
whether the efficiencies can be achieved using a different
contract and conclude it is not possible, the executives of the
firm and their counsel will have a clearer understanding of the
procompetitive justification for continuing to use the CRR.
Economists have more work to do as well. Further research
on the competitive effects of CRRs is needed, especially in the
areas of two-sided markets, network industries, and markets
for healthcare and related services. 䡵
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